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June 2019 Green Park School 

‘Learning For Life’ 
We strive to build on our success each year and this year has been no 

different. Our pupil numbers have grown again and the pupils complexity 

of need has increased. We have reviewed our curriculum, the way we 

teach and  how we support pupils to ensure our approaches become 

more personalised for pupils and meet the changing profile of the school.  

As a result we have an  exciting programme planned for the new school 

year to offer all our pupils. We have achieved all our Key School           

Improvement goals and this has been reflected in the  improving pupil 

progress outcomes achieved during the school year. This has been    

supported by reviews from the Local Authority and our peers from  local 

specialist settings.   

 

 WHAT IS THE SCHOOL 

PROFILE? 

Each year our school  ensures 

parents are well informed 

about school life by  creating a 

school  profile for  parents. 

We invite parents and carers 

to attend an Annual Parents 

meeting to discuss this and 

listen to your views. 

Our meeting this year will take 

place on: 

Annual Meeting–  

Wednesday 3rd July 2019 

at 9.30 am 

Followed by:- 

Prize Giving—Wednesday 

3rd July 2019 at 10.00 am 

We hope that you will be 

able to join us. 

School Profile 2019 
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Another year has passed since I last wrote to parents.  The time seems to 
have gone by so quickly and so much has happened.  The restructuring that 
we started last year is still being fine-tuned as we all get used to different 
ways of working and we will continue to work on this to get the best support 
possible for children, parents and staff from the resources that we have   
available.  You will know that plans are under way to increase the number of    
pupils to 144 from the new school year in September and class lists and 
staffing are close to being finalised.  There will be some internal and external 
physical changes at school to create the additional classroom                       
accommodation and to ensure a safe and pleasant environment for staff and 

pupils.  Parents and carers have been consulted about these proposed changes.  We are hoping that this work 
can be undertaken with the minimum of impact on the children’s education.  We will ensure that our future 
staffing levels reflect the needs of our pupils. 
  
You will know that staff have been working very hard on the new approach to learning and assessment, together 
with external advisers and in collaboration with other schools in the city.  Governors are very proud of the        
progress of this development and of the recognition that this has brought to Green Park School and our staff, 
both nationally and internationally, as being a leading and innovative school for the education of young people 
with high needs.  I would commend the viewing of the video that has been produced, it is an excellent showcase 
for Green Park School. 
  
Across the city the Partnership and Commissioning Board for SEND (of which I am a member) is making progress 
on identifying the overall  needs, what needs to be done to meet these needs, and to ensure that the Local Offer 
is fit for purpose.  The Board is particularly keen to listen to the views of parents, carers, users of the services 
and, in particular, the young people themselves, in order to know the full extent of the needs and the 
shortfalls.  We are sending out a number of surveys and questionnaires to gather information and I would urge 
you to complete and return these.  We may also invite people to meet us to talk about specific issues.  It is only 
by talking to people and hearing your views that we can identify the real gaps in the services, identify priorities 
and plan actions to address these. 
  
I am pleased to say that we have continued to receive support for a number of projects from staff fundraising, 
the voluntary Committee, private donations and also Bilston Soroptomists. You will have seen the  improvements 
to the outdoor areas, in particular around Green Cluster, and the recently installed Mud Kitchen.  Our big project 
at present is to raise funds for a replacement mini-bus.  I would like to thank everyone that has contributed, in 
whatever way, the children certainly get a lot of pleasure and learning from using these facilities. 
  
Finally I would like to thank Governors and staff for their hard work and support in what have been difficult and 
challenging times for school and for me personally.  As ever we have a challenging, but exciting and potentially 
rewarding future ahead of us, with new challenges to face and overcome, which can only take us on to greater 
achievements and recognition and further enhance our standing as being a “GREAT” school for our children. 
  

Barry Bond 
Chair of Governors 
  

CHAIR OF GOVERNORS REPORT 
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Curriculum 
Since intense work following the recom-
mendations of the Governments Rochford 
Review, we are proud of the steps we have 
made in designing a fresh Curriculum 
where pupils needs come first - matched 
with an assessment system where individu-
al progress is truly   celebrated. Our        
collaboration with Tettenhall Wood, the 
Gem Centre and Penn Hall has been 
strengthened through regular meetings 

across the year and projects where we have built on each 
other’s strengths sharing and improving most effective    
practice. We use the Evidence for Learning app (EFL) to 
support both the new curriculum and assessment. Pilots, 
where evidence has been shared with parents, have proved 
positive and we look forward to expanding this during the 
next academic year as well as other 21

st
 Century features 

which encourage us to engage parents in more aspects of 
their Child’s learning. Professor Barry Carpenter remains  
interested in the steps we are making as a school and he 
continues to involve us in projects such as ‘Books Beyond 
Words’ and the ‘Scales of Engagement.’ Work at Green 
Park has been recognised and celebrated locally, nationally 
and internationally. We have so much to be proud of in     
putting the learning needs of our youngsters first. Very      
excited about the coming year when we will look further into 
drilling down into what pupils have or have not learnt, and 
how we can improve. 

Communication 
Learning Walks with one of our 
school advisors Kathy Yates show 
that great steps have been made 
with regards to communication 
across school. Systems are in place 
and shared effectively with all     
professionals working with our 
learners. Symbols, communication 
systems and aids have been         
updated through consultation with 
the Speech and Language        
Therapists. We still wish to do more 
– move communication beyond the       
classroom; across school; into the 
community and ultimately be a     
natural highly effective aspect of 
everyday life for our learners         
beyond school. 

CURRICULUM, COMMUNICATION & COGNITION 

Cognition 
The Curriculum has been strengthened by a reflective look at its content – what is our intention for 
learners? What is the purpose? We agree that EHCP’s are the best starting point when planning for 
learners. Generally, students have targets that are meaningful and with strong purpose. This has 
driven us to create and offer a functional curriculum that allows learners opportunities to learn skills 
and gain knowledge that will enable them to solve problems and grow in independence in real life    
situations. 
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CURRICULUM PATHWAYS 
Since September 2018, all of our pupils have been following a personal curriculum suited to each 
individual.  The outcomes set in Education Health Care Plans drive pupil’s learning – this ensures 
that our pupils are at the Centre of everything we do in school.  Pupils’ learning is also supported 
by their individual curriculum pathway, depending on their cognitive ability.  

We have 5 different curriculum pathways in school: 

  

All of the pathways have been carefully designed and written to suit the needs of our pupils at Green Park.  

During this academic year, as teachers use the curriculum to plan and prepare, we have continually enhanced and added to our 
curriculum pathways to ensure that we provide opportunities for each individual to achieve their full potential.   

Name of Pathway   
Seedlings A pupil aged 2-5 will be assessed against development matters 4 prime areas. 

  
Roots A pre-subject specific curriculum based on the 4 EHCP areas of need. 

Delivered through a wide variety of stimulating, multi-sensory activities, designed to       
maximize individual engagement, interaction and communication skills 

Stems A broad and balanced curriculum is differentiated and aligned to the 4 EHCP areas of need.  
This is delivered through an approach which provides an inspiring and relevant context 
through which children gain greater knowledge, understanding for everyday life. 
  

Shoots The wide range of subjects are differentiated appropriately for each learner.  Learners gain 
much more in-depth knowledge and understanding  of subject specific concepts. 
  

Blossom Pupils in sixth form will be assessed against PPU’s and accreditation modules. Staff will 
choose modules that are relevant for the individual and support their journey for when they 
move on from Green Park. 
Pupils in sixth form also follow a functional curriculum that encourages pupils to learn vital 
skills needed for when they leave Green Park. 

SEMH 
 

This year we have taken part in a na-
tional project alongside 22 other spe-
cial schools to support the develop-
ment of our pupils Social, Emotional 
and Mental Health. Class 13 started 
their own book club where we use 
wordless books (Books Beyond 
Words – BBW) to explore SEMH      
issues and real life scenarios. We 
have had so much fun and cannot 
wait to introduce more pupils to the 
project next academic year.  

Physical/Medical 
 

We continue to create  a multi-sensory environment for our learners 
through specialised teaching and taking advice from a range of     
professionals. All staff recognise the need to ensure physical and 
medical needs are met and we endeavour to ensure that appropriate 
training is in place and delivered effectively to meet medical needs. 
This is the start of a journey for us.  We have recently appointed a 
new Area of Need member to focus on this area.  We will further 
promote the need for physical activity and sensory snacks as part of 
the active  curriculum. 
 

SEMH & PHYSICAL/MEDICAL 
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 

We have had a really exciting year here at Green Park  

School, embracing new initiatives and building on past 

successes. Skilled and dedicated staff ensure the    

delivery of the new pupil centred EHCP based         

curriculum enthusiastically to pupils. This curriculum 

has allowed us to tailor learning to our pupils very     

specific individual pupil needs and learning styles in a 

way that is age appropriate. As a result, the majority 

learners have made good or better progress over the 

year. 

Interventions enrich this curriculum offer by allowing 

identified pupils the opportunity to develop and embed 

skills required to further their learning. These  include 

Cool Kids, Creativity, Music Groups, Rebound,      Communication groups, Books Beyond Words and RSE.  

Over the school year a range of curriculum enhancements has added breadth to the curriculum and         

provided opportunities for pupils to transfer skills and learn more about the world around them. These      

include Fire Service visits where pupils have enjoyed communicating appropriately with people who help us 

and Forest schools which promotes and encourage independent learning in the natural environment.  We 

have  introduced a project promoting Wellbeing and Mindfulness through Physical Activity which has       

supported pupil engagement back in the classroom and in the wider school. There have also been a variety 

sporting events that pupils across school have joined – SMILE events at other schools, Wolves football 

coaching within school and other team activities. This has encouraged teamwork, friendship and built on 

pupils       self-esteem. 

There have been many opportunities for creativity, with music specialists and class teams working together 

to engage and enthuse pupils and then allow them to showcase their successes through dramatic shows 

and assemblies. Pupils, because of this become confident in being around new people, transfer skills from 

the classroom to a wider audience.  

Some Primary pupils have participated in library visits which has supported pupils literacy skills and        

communication skills. They have been lucky enough to have received funding for a fabulous mud kitchen 

and the playground has been further developed to give pupils an increased play area. Outdoor fun is pivotal 

to pupils functional learning. A new light up ball pool in the Green Cluster area has been well-received, it 

enables   exploratory play, promotes movement and an increased awareness of the world beyond          

themselves. 

Secondary aged pupils have had opportunities to take their 

learning into the community, for example, visiting the gym/   

leisure facilities, shopping, going to the cinema, eating out in 

restaurants and visiting old friends in their new settings. An 

updated functional curriculum supports our Sixth Formers to 

become independent young adults and aims to prepare them 

for success in their chosen pathway for life beyond Green Park 

School. 

A significant strength of the school is our exceptional           

partnership with parents. These partnerships includes extensive transitions in and out of school, stay and 

plays, special assemblies, whole school events and  review meetings. This cohesive relationship means that 

parents are confident to approach us both at times of need and to share their family successes.  

Overall another great year and so many news adventures still to come. 
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SITE AT GREEN PARK SCHOOL 

The Parago web based solution that we introduced last year has proven successful.  

Reporting of repairs has been undertaken by school staff and this has led to repairs 

being more quickly undertaken.   

 The forest school has regular maintenance and we are hoping to undertake further 
work later in the year  

 Mike Ayres will be coming into school soon and will inspect and repair all the    
sensory rooms, including drama studio and pool 

 Termly checks on all school bikes and playground inspections (annual)  
 The minibuses and Galaxy are regularly inspected and serviced three times a 

year.  Mot’s are yearly.   The tailgate has a regular Loler inspection 
 A new mud kitchen in Green Cluster with an adjustment to the fencing and gates. 
 The slabbing to the rear of school will be re-laid in front of class 5 and 6. 
 The school had a successful Health and Safety audit, fire risk assessment and   

Legionella risk assessment from the local authority since the last profile. 
 
Jo Nosko 

As a school, we have continued to provide all staff with up to date PROACT-SCIPrUK® training to ensure that 

they are well equipped and confident to proactively help all of our pupils manage their emotions. This training 

has included a wide range of scenario-based work such as how we use positive language, various communi-

cation methods, and our body language to help a pupil who is struggling during a challenging incident.  

Over the past year, the Assistant Psychologist has further established links within school with the Dual Support     

Worker. This partnership has proven to be highly effective and has enabled us to further develop collaborative 

links with other agencies (e.g. Occupational Therapy, Speech and Language, Rebound Therapy and Swim-

ming  Department) in order to provide bespoke packages of intervention in relation to challenging behaviours 

and the evolving needs of our pupils. The working relationship between the Assistant Educational Psychologist 

and the school Health, Safety and Site officer continues to be a strength. Weekly meetings to investigate     

reported incidents and the emergence of patterns of behaviour have proven an invaluable tool when working to 

help pupils reach their full  potential. This has allowed us to put measures in place to prevent escalation and 

assist staff with the proactive  management of specific pupils. The continued collaborative working alongside 

the Headteacher, which has brought a different and more thorough response to incidents, has strengthened 

this process. In turn, staff have commented that the process is now more tailored and robust thus leading to 

early intervention to prevent escalation. 

 The impact of the school Behaviour Policy continues to be positive, there are now no pupils on Step 4 (our 

highest  level of intervention) which is testament to the hard work, and skill set of all staff working at Green 

Park.  

The role of the Assistant Educational Psychologist has continued to develop significantly over the past year 

with the exploration and support in ‘Scales of Engagement’ focussed work. This will be developed throughout 

the next year with continued focus being on the social and emotional element in relation to pupil behaviour. 

The behaviour of our pupils continues to be an outstanding feature of Green Park School. 

Simon Spragg 

ASSISTANT EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGIST REPORT 
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Donations 2018-2019 

Date Received From Amount 

13/06/2018 Donation from BF & D Bradburn £205.00 

13/06/2018 Donation from Mrs V A Peel £30.00 

13/06/2018 Donation from V J Jackson £25.00 

13/06/2018 Donation from Mrs M & Mr F Spencer £20.00 

13/06/2018 Donation from Mr R A & Mrs P Shreeve £20.00 
15/10/2018 Donation: Voluntary Committee £500.00 

15/10/2018 Donation: Darts League (T Skidmore) £3,250.00 

15/10/2018 Donation: Wards Bridge High School £100.00 

17/12/2018 Donation: Aspray Transport £300.00 

17/12/2018 Donation: J Williams £700.00 

17/12/2018 Donation: N Jassi £50.00 

12/02/2019 Donation: Tempest Photography £39.50 

12/02/2019 Donation: Tempest Photography £175.73 

12/02/2019 Donation: Voluntary Committee £500.00 

12/02/2019 Donation: Mr J Milner (S4S) £1000.00 

12/02/2019 Donation: Golden Oldies £100.00 

12/02/2019 Donation: Parent of N Green £100.00 

20/02/2019 Donation: M Walker £1,000.00 

20/02/2019 Donation: Dragon Boat £70.00 

03/03/2019 Donation: Thomas Jordon (Late) £180.00 

03/03/2019 Donation: Thomas Jordon (Late) £20.00 

03/03/2019 Donation: Nikhal Jassi £50.00 

17/05/2019 Donation: GPS Voluntary Committee £500.00 

Partnership activities for Green Park School 

 School has been successful in the bid for Edina Trust for the Forest Schools in a lovely bid for       

purchasing new exciting items. 

 Team GP, our Parent partnership will be completing a Inflatable Fun Run at The Wolverhampton 

Race Course on Saturday 6th July 2019. 

 Bilston Soroptomists have raised funds towards the Early Years Mud Kitchen which was greatly 

received by our Governors and staff and pupils on the event. 
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We have had a really positive year as a school working very hard to develop our curriculum and ensure our pupils all 
benefit from a personalised approach to their learning. We started this journey over 18 months ago by exploring the 
assessment systems used to track pupil progress. This led us to reflect on whether our pupils needed a more       
functional curriculum and so we reviewed the curriculum for all Reception to KS4 pupils over the Autumn and Spring 
terms. This Summer term we launched a revised Key Stage 5 programme (16-19 years old). We are really excited by 
the new opportunities and challenges we are offering pupils next school year as provision to underpin the new     
curriculum. 
  
We have tried to improve our communication with our parents. After consultation on the home school diaries we 
will be keeping these in place next school year. We have had a fabulous interest on our new Facebook site which 
replaced the GPS school newsletter , it ensures we celebrate events and success as soon as possible with families. 
We will still send a short newsletter each ½ term with key dates, events and news to support the Facebook page. We 
also want to thank the parents who have trialled the ‘Evidence for Learning’ app which allows school to send photos 
or videos  of pupils progress to families and for you to share your comments and feedback. With the pilot parents 
group help we have found a system to make this work and plan to extend this to all parents next school year. This 
will also provide us with a way to share a report with you each term, creating a pdf file of the key moments for a 
child. We are also excited about  trialling the Local Authorities new online EHCP Hub which will underpin your child’s 
Annual Review meeting next year. 
  
And finally our school continues to grow. Now the Local Authority are consulting to make our roll number a perma-
nent change to 144 places. This will mean some internal changes to the school site to improve teaching and learning 
resources over the summer holiday which means we will have an additional inset day to set up these new teaching 
spaces next year. It also means several pupils will be moving up into new clusters next school year as there are 12 
new pupils joining school. This has led us to change the style of two class groups and introduce a further sensory 
group and structured group in the Primary department to benefit all of our pupils. We consulted the student council 
and staff about how to name the class groups so next year’s class groups will be called after flowers or trees based 
on the concept of the ‘Willows’ Campus. 
  
We will also say a farewell to Mrs Jayne Price who will be retiring from school as our School Improvement leader. 
She has served Green Park and our pupils for more than 22 years and we wish her well as she retires and I am sure 
you all would like to thank her for her hard work, dedication and commitment to our school. Our School                
improvement team will continue to be led by Mrs Laura McGoldrick who will be supported by Mrs Kerry Hall and 
Miss Michelle Madziak. They will support parents with Annual  Reviews and any pastoral needs for pupils and       
ensure provision for pupils meets their needs. 
 
Mrs Lorraine Dawney 

Headteacher 

HEAD TEACHER’S COMMENT 


